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Current Issue • Fall 2012 • From the Editor
With this issue we are further tweaking our publication schedule. Like the previous
issue, this issue as a whole will be available only to SCBWI members and only in PDF
form for the first three months. But we’ve decided to post two of our regular
features, the list of Classes, Retreats & Workshops and the News Roundup, on the
Prairie Wind website now because of their time‐sensitive nature. We hope this will
help our members to publicize their events in a timely manner. Beginning December
15, the whole issue will be available to all on the website.
This issue has many delights. Lisa Bierman and Alice McGinty have chosen a new
theme for their column, “Going the Distance,” inspired by the Olympics. Lisa draws
inspiration from “the Japanese equestrian athlete, 71‐year‐old Hiroshi Hoketsu, who
competed in both this year’s London Olympics and Beijing four years ago. . . . From
his first Olympic Games in 1964 to his next, in Beijing—a 44‐year gap. Talk about a
hole in your resumé!”
Kelli Roos, our “Illustrator in the Spotlight,” has cleverly chosen to write about
“Piles.” We all have our piles. Learn about Kelli’s: “I don't have a place for this pile. I
created it, sheet by sheet, over the past two years. I put hundreds of hours into this
stack of papers, notebooks, and printouts.”
Then Eileen Meyer maps out the “path to publication” of her first book, Who’s Faster?
Animals on the Move. It began with joining SCBWI: “The national office sent me
introductory materials which helped me gain a basic understanding of the industry and
market. To this day, those publications continue to aid me, as I find myself going back to
the website to look up current market surveys, editor lists, contract information, and
school visit articles.”
Molly Backes’s writing tip this time comes from improv. “Like any good Chicagoan, I’ve
studied improv, and much of what I know about writing fiction I learned in improv
classes. The two have a lot in common.”
Laura Montenegro recommends storyboarding as a way to discover your characters’
story arc: “Crazily, the very form of the storyboard itself helped create the story. The
limited number of pages forced me to push the story forward and to create an arc by

arranging the story’s plot parts, exposition, rising action, climax, and resolution, where
they were most effective. The story, in a crazy way, told itself upon the storyboard.”
Juliet Bond interviews her mentor, Jane Yolen, author of Take Joy: A Writer’s Guide to
Loving the Craft and many books for children, including Owl Moon: “Jane Yolen is
commonly referred to as the modern‐day Hans Christian Anderson. She’s a living legend
and her advice is based on decades of experience and a deep passion for story.”
Jodell Sadler reviews and analyzes a picture book this time, Finn Throws a Fit! She
shares eleven tips, ranging from “Share a universal truth” to “Choose words you love,
and work the page turn.”
Carol Grannick continues to explore the freedom gained by accepting that her work
might never be published: “So the question for all of us who face the reality that the
dream may be different than we imagined is how to maintain this kind of freedom
without withdrawing from the business or (not an option for me) quitting writing.”
Carol Saller asks whether there is any point in promoting your own book. She offers “a
few thoughts about the effectiveness of promotion efforts. Feel free to use the ones
that apply to you (if you can figure out which ones they are).”
Michele Hurwitz introduces us to the wonders of Pinterest, “a sort of virtual scrapbook
where users “pin” images to pinboards (think: corkboards) they’ve created. It's a
content‐sharing service (free!) that allows members to pin images, inspirational quotes,
photographs, recipes, craft ideas, videos, and yes, books.”
Finally, Kathy Mirkin reports on this year’s “Words in the Woods”: “Our time together
was filled with satisfying meals, glasses of wine, laughter, and most of all, plenty of
writing.”
As always, if you would like to write an occasional column for the Prairie Wind, please
contact Jeanne Becker at beckerjeanne@hotmail.com. It's a great way to get published!
Susan Tarcov
Editor
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Current Issue • Fall 2012 • Greeting from Lisa Bierman
Going the Distance: Part 1

When Alice and I chose the theme “going the distance” for our greeting columns this
year, I swear it had nothing to do with the summer Olympics. But then I soaked up
endless hours of televised volleyball, basketball, gymnastics, track & field (and
more!). Before I knew it, my thoughts about the column were inextricably linked
with those athletes, their stories, and the drama of the competition. I’d like to share
some of the inspiration I gathered and the ways in which I found the athlete’s
situations relevant to the artistic life we SCBWI members pursue. Of the many
examples, I’ll choose two, since going beyond that will put me in danger of writing a
novel instead of a newsletter column.
From Track & Field: a reminder to enjoy the process of pursuing your goals
Lashinda Demus, one of the U.S. Track & Field competitors, earned a silver medal in
the 400‐meter hurdles. In her post‐race interview she stated matter‐of‐factly that
she was coming back for the 2016 Olympic Games and would not stop until she had
the gold medal. Wait! Wasn’t it beyond a dream to get silver? Talk about brazen
determination! Here’s a woman who knows exactly what her next four years will be
like, and it ain’t gonna be cushy! Yet there she was, still breathless from crossing the
finish line, committing to the world to do the whole enchilada over again. Wouldn’t a
sane person just revel a bit—whoop and holler, or maybe breathe deeply and take it
all in? Maybe. But here’s my guess about Lashinda. Winning races can’t be her only
reward. She must love being a runner. When that thought occurred to me, I felt a
jolt of understanding. I have often wondered why I haven’t had an extended period
of elation when I’ve gotten a poem or article accepted for publication. I’ve even
wondered if it was a teeny character flaw not to be more excitable. But over time,
I’ve realized that I move on pretty quickly after “clearing a hurdle” because I’m
eager to get to what’s next. That’s a blessing, to love the process of what we do as
creative people. Generating new ideas is big fun. Revising is usually fun. Even
figuring out where to send a piece of writing can be exciting. (Notice my omission of
“first drafts are fun”. . . because—excuse me for saying so—they’re not.) But I
digress.
Was there more wisdom to be gleaned from the world of sports? Of course!
From Equestrian Sports: a reminder that it’s never too late to recommit to the
activities that give you deepest satisfaction.

Some of you may have heard about the Japanese equestrian athlete, 71‐year‐old
Hiroshi Hoketsu, who competed in both this year’s London Olympics and Beijing
four years ago. At the London games, he was the oldest Olympian in 92 years,
according to the Huffington Post. From his first Olympic Games in 1964 to his next,
in Beijing—a 44‐year gap. Talk about a hole in your resume! Although the odds for a
win were probably not in his favor after four decades, Mr. Hoketsu recommitted,
and my guess is that riding must be an integral part of his makeup, his essential self.
"My secret is to have a good life, enjoy yourself and do the things that make you
happy," he was quoted as saying.
This got me thinking about the fact that I have recently returned to guitar playing,
after a 30‐year “break.” I’m finding I’ve got considerable zeal—I can’t put the thing
down some nights, and this creates a paradox. My 24‐hour day is finite. Will this
renewed avocation take away time that could be used for writing? Yes. But I’m
focusing on what this music pursuit GIVES me, not what it takes away.
As a kid, I was most definitely raised to be a musician, by a piano‐teacher mom. I
thought of myself as a musician for many years, singing in choirs, playing piano,
guitar, trumpet, saxophone . . . but at some point, I just stopped “doing music.” Not
surprisingly, soon I no longer considered myself “a musician.” So strumming chords
again is nothing short of a revelation. I’m retrieving a piece of myself that was lost. I
can’t help feeling that I’ll be “going the distance” in life with more vigor and joy, if I
am playing music. I have determined to make room for this and to look for ways that
it might benefit me as a writer. In fact, in the few short weeks I’ve been back to
playing, I find that I’m scrutinizing the lyrics of songs I admire, studying them as
samples of good storytelling and economy of language. Who knows—that might
actually get me somewhere with a book manuscript . . .
Getting back to Mr. Hoketsu and his equestrian “leap” out of retirement, I think his
example has special relevance for those times in life when we aren’t writing (or
sketching) but wish we could. It’s easy to wonder if we will be “too rusty” to make
good progress when we return to the printed page or easel. If practice makes
perfect, then a major hiatus can’t be good, right?
But focusing on how out of practice we are simply isn’t helpful. Maybe you’ve had to
“sit out” for a few weeks, a few months . . . even years. It’s OK—it was an excused
absence—forgive yourself and recommit! Focus on what you have to say in the piece
you’re creating. What part of your own unique worldview are you sharing? And are
you remembering that you get to do that—share a little part of you, each time you
create something? Am I the only one thinking this . . . it doesn’t get much cooler than
that!
Ultimately, the question I’m asking myself and you: Where are you blocking out time
to devote to the activities that make you feel whole and engaged? It’s a great
privilege to create art, drama, music, and story, or for that matter, a gorgeous garden

or a fantastic soufflé, if that’s what lights you up. What are we all waiting for—let’s
get on with it!
Lisa Bierman
Co‐regional Adviser
SCBWI‐Illinois
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Piles
By Kelli Roos
The oddly shaped stack of notebooks and speed paintings add to the eclectic look of my
space. The pile sits next to the bookshelf in my less than perfect living room, not hidden
from public view. It has lain there long enough that even the corner of my eye doesn't
see it anymore. My cat seems more aware of its presence, as he occasionally flops next
to it to show his relaxed, yet contrary, attitude. I shoo him away and pick away some of
the hair clinging to the papers' edges. I move the pile to prevent any more hair from
entering the archive collected, and by doing so, push it even further from my current
thoughts.
I don't have a place for this pile. I created it, sheet by sheet, over the past two years. I
put hundreds of hours into this stack of papers, notebooks, and printouts. It served its
purpose, but now I'm unsure what to do with it. I don't really have a place in my home
to store that much art. Life moves too fast with designing, sketching, sleeping, lesson
planning, researching, washing a plate from a mountain of dishes, and ordering pizzas
(especially ordering pizzas). For now, forgetting the pile and moving on with my daily
tasks seems like a good solution.
One evening, I broke the pizza routine and prepared something recognized as a proper
nutritious meal. Well, I did leave the skin on the chicken, but that was easily pulled away
for the health‐conscious. I invited my best friend to join me. I thought she would be
tuned into my offer of tasty grilled chicken and veggies. Her sharp eye, however, roved
around my less than perfect living room and spied the conspicuous stack. She
demanded to see what it contained.
She had seen some of this pile before, although in a much smaller state. As I pulled away
each layer, all details of memories, challenges, mistakes, and successes flooded my
memory. This pile is the end result of illustrating my first children's book, Ol' Pigtoes. I
couldn’t help but describe new things she hadn't seen, adding a new spin on old
challenges she had heard before.
When I got this project, I dove into developing the visuals of the characters. The story of
Ol' Pigtoes features three fun‐loving daughters and their beloved pet pig, a kind mother,
and a menagerie of farm animals. This great cast sets the stage for a picturesque
farming scene. These characters are all in contrast to the demanding and authoritative
father, Farmer McBean.

I worked on Farmer McBean the hardest. The number of expression and attitude studies
of Farmer McBean is double the number for the rest of the family combined. This makes
sense, because he has the widest range of emotion of the characters. His visual needed
to express his personality and range of emotion. I sketched him with a rounder jaw,
squarer jaw, square cheekbone, and rounded cheekbone. Did he slouch? How did his
body react when he felt fear? Did he yelp for joy like me when he found a great coupon
for pizza? I studied other artists' thoughts on chiseled‐faced beings, figuring out what
lines and orientation created for a character's personality. After a few months and
evenings, the visual of Farmer McBean finally came consistently from my pencil.

Another challenge drawing Ol' Pigtoes was visualizing the setting around the characters.
I could see in my mind how the characters would react in the various scenes to tell the
story. But how the scene around the characters appeared, I was at a loss. The setting
was a farm, so I wanted the visuals to state this clearly. I began imagining the characters
in farmhouses I visited in my youth, but it was limiting because of some of the story's
unique settings.
I finally realized I was missing a creative step, which I was embarrassed about, because it
seemed so clear. I needed to create the farm. I asked the author for thoughts he had of
the farm's appearance. Taking these ideas, I added iconic sights and views of central
Illinois, the area I was raised. I added some reference photos, and I was in business. The
text itself was my next guide. I made sure events that flowed within those walls could
flow in a logical manner.

Digging deeper into the pile, you could see the elements of the book drawing closer
together. My friend and I came across an earlier printout of the book. At this stage, I felt
illustrations were resolved well enough, but I was at a loss as to how to give it that extra
dash of detail. I reached out to my network of artists to find out what I was unable to
see. I needed other artists' eyes to critique my progress. My graphic design friends and
the SCBWI Downstate Illinois Illustration Group came to my rescue.
I was amazed and wowed by the feedback. Their fresh eyes and creative thoughts were
so insightful and inspiring. My efforts redoubled, and I tore into the work anew, revising
and updating through the evenings. Their thoughts also inspired me further on
illustrations that they had no direct comments on. Their vitality sparked me to add
something to every page. Looking back on that earlier printout, I am amazed at how
plain those pages seem.

Later on, more guests arrived, and the evening meal began. While laughing and enjoying
their company, my mind still drifted to the contents of the pile. I've made so many piles
in my life. Years of idle doodling though my youth sparked my passion for art. The
demands of college built my confidence and skill base. In my professional career, real‐
world challenges were overcome and new skills learned. Each pile is special in its own
way, because it is a record of learning, a diary of creative process.
This latest pile is special for the same reason as all of those past piles; I accomplished
something new. I'll worry about storage at a later time. I'd rather focus on making new
piles. I won't forget them anymore. Being gone from my sight is OK, but not from my
mind. I can't wait to create more piles, even if my cat continues to view them as
flopping posts.

Kelli Roos is an illustrator, graphic designer, and art instructor. She has two new books
coming this fall: Ol' Pigtoes by Kenny Chumbley, and Goodnight Princess by Sean
McDevitt. For more information, please visit Kelli's website at http://www.kelliroos.com.
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Gaining Speed—My Path to Publication
By Eileen Meyer
In my first nonfiction picture book, Who’s Faster? Animals
on the Move, I feature fourteen animals that span a range
of speeds, from the slow crawl of a sloth to the breakneck
blur of the fastest animal in the world.
All this attention to speed raises the question—just how
fast was my journey to become an author?
My speed on the path to publication definitely wasn’t
that of a cheetah—submitting my first manuscript and
racing at fantastic speed to sign my first book contract!
Nor was I an agonizingly slow three‐toed sloth, crawling
each step of the way. My journey fit somewhere in the
middle of the speed spectrum, resembling the steady
gallop of a chestnut‐patched giraffe or the patient trot of a shaggy‐feathered ostrich.
My passion for writing surfaced later in life. Although I’ve
always loved to read, I never dreamed of becoming an
author when I was young. Instead, I earned bachelor’s
and master’s degrees in business and worked for many
years as a software consultant. When my three sons were
young and we began spending more and more time at
the library, I rediscovered my love of children’s literature
and started to write my own stories and poetry. Those
first stories and poems were pretty awful, but I didn’t
know that at the time. What I did know was to take
advantage of the resources that SCBWI and our Illinois
chapter had to offer in order to improve my work! Here is
a sampling of the resources I utilized:
•

Joined SCBWI Years ago, I took author Carmela Martino’s introductory Writing
for Children course at the College of DuPage. Carmela told our wide‐eyed group
of wannabe writers about the wonders of SCBWI so, of course, I joined. The
national office sent me introductory materials which helped me gain a basic

understanding of the industry and market. To this day, those publications
continue to aid me, as I find myself going back to the website to look up current
market surveys, editor lists, contract information, and school visit articles. Soon
after becoming a card‐carrying member of SCBWI, I attended the Nuts & Bolts
course at Dominican University presented by a panel of our chapter’s leadership
crew at the time: Esther Hershenhorn, Heidi Bee Roemer, Sara Shacter, Janet
Nolan, and Carolyn Crimi. What an all‐star lineup of writers! They encouraged
new members to submit work to magazine publishers as a good way to get
started. A year or two later, I earned my first publishing credit with a sale to
Ladybug Magazine.
•

Found a Critique Group Ten years ago I had the good fortune to find a home in a
welcoming and supportive critique group in Naperville. Meeting twice monthly,
this group has greatly contributed to sharpening my skills. We encourage each
other to submit our work, and when we receive a rejection, we keep cheering for
each other as we move forward in this journey to publication. Since I spend a
majority of my writing and revising time alone, I enjoy the time spent in the
company of my fellow writers. We set goals before each new year arrives,
accompany one another to writing programs, and celebrate publication as well
as milestone birthdays. And over the years, we have become a wonderful family
of good friends.

•

Signed up for Classes Starting out, I wasn’t exactly sure what I wanted to write
so I signed up for many different courses in order to explore and learn. Through
Heidi Bee Roemer’s class, The ABC’s of Children’s Poetry, I not only discovered
my interest in writing poetry but was able to connect with classmates and form a
special poetry critique group. Through Pat Kummer’s program, Nothing but the
Facts: Get the Scoop on Writing Nonfiction for Children and Young Adults, I
found that I enjoyed researching and sharing information with young readers.
I’ve taken many courses over the years, but Heidi’s and Pat’s classes were critical
in my personal development. So I encourage new writers to find their own pace
by attending a wide array of programs. You never know what course or speaker
might expand your horizons.

•

Attended Network Programs Network programming was yet another
opportunity to learn and connect with other writers. Over the years, I’ve learned
valuable information about the industry and craft through these small group
presentations. Currently co‐rep Dana Easley and I offer a steady stream of
programming for the LaGrange‐Naperville network. Meeting quarterly at the

Lisle Public Library, we’ve featured speakers who’ve shared tips on what makes a
great first page, conducting an agent search, writing historical fiction, revising
with purpose, creating strong opening lines, balancing your writing and personal
life, and more. These network programs provide a unique opportunity to learn
from fellow writers.
•

Took Advantage of Illinois Programs I’ve never had the chance to attend the
SCBWI conferences in Los Angeles or New York. Fortunately, we have amazing
programs offered right here in Illinois. The annual Prairie Writer’s Day event
features an array of talented editors and agents. Here, editors share what they
are looking for, whether it be nonfiction, classic middle grade, or edgy YA. I’ve
also become a regular at the Champaign‐area workshops, learning from highly
regarded speakers. Words in the Woods, a retreat offered every summer in
Springfield, is another golden opportunity for members to relax, write, and learn.
Watch the listserv for these important program announcements and find what
you need here in our great state!

•

Volunteered Over the past ten years I’ve volunteered in a variety of roles:
Writing Groups Coordinator (a critique group matchmaker), Prairie Writer’s Day
registrar, and currently as a network representative. I enjoy getting out, meeting
new friends, and helping SCBWI. There are big and small volunteer roles out
there just waiting for you—don’t be shy. Email our chapter’s leadership team to
learn more about how you can help out. Whether it’s printing name tags,
greeting participants at an event, or putting together thank you gifts—you’ll find
its fun to help.

•

Tapped into Local Experts When I was focused on a particular project and felt
that working one‐on‐one with a teacher or coach was a better use of my time
than taking a class, I’ve worked with a writing coach. Consultants Esther
Hershenhorn and Paula Morrow are two highly esteemed writing coaches with
whom I have worked, and there are many others that you may meet at
conferences and workshops. Tap into other folks’ wisdom and experience. This is
yet another tool to take advantage of in your writer’s toolkit.

As I’ve continued to learn, I’ve gained speed. After submitting poems to magazines for a
few years, I honed my skills and sharpened my focus. In 2009, I was awarded my first
book contract by Mountain Press, a publisher I learned about through SCBWI’s market
guide.

Late last year, I landed my second book contract after submitting my picture book,
Ballpark, to an editor I heard speak at Prairie Writer’s Day—an opportunity afforded
only to conference attendees. Again, SCBWI‐IL opened doors for me. Earlier this year I
sold my third book, Sweet Dreams, Walrus, to my Mountain Press editor. And finally, my
former poetry teacher, Heidi Roemer,
encouraged all of her students (and Illinois
writers on the listserv) to submit poems to
And the Crowd Goes Wild: A Global Gathering
of Sports Poems, a poetry anthology due out
this fall. I’m proud to be one of many Illinois
poets represented in this unique collection.
The relationships formed over the years
through our regional chapter continue to play
a key role as I seek new publishing
opportunities.
I know that I’ll never achieve breakneck speed
as an author. I’m certainly not cheetah‐like in
that respect. But I’m thrilled to maintain a
steady gallop as I look to the future and
continue to research and write books that I care about deeply.
Eileen Meyer is the author of Who’s Faster? Animals on the Move, available Fall 2012
from Mountain Press. Her upcoming picture books include Ballpark (Amazon Publishing,
2014) and Sweet Dreams, Walrus (Mountain Press, Date TBD). She also has a poem in
the anthology And the Crowd Goes Wild: A Global Gathering of Sports Poems, released
this month. Visit Eileen on the web at http://www.eileenmeyerbooks.com.
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2012 Fall Crop of New Books
Compiled by Ruth Spiro and Beverly Patt
PICTURE BOOKS
Gina Bellisario (Illustrated by Jefferey Ebbeler), THE TWELVE DAYS OF
CHRISTMAS IN ILLINOIS. Sterling Children's Books, October 2012
Gina Bellisario, LET'S MEET A LIBRARIAN / LET'S MEET A FIREFIGHTER /
LET'S MEET A VETERINARIAN / LET'S MEET A POLICE OFFICER. Millbrook
Press, February 2013

Anna Grob, A COYOTE WHO WISHED HE LIVED IN A ZOO, Magic Dreams
Publishing (imprint of Weaving Dreams Publishing), October 13, 2012
Kristin Lenhart, Julia Passamani (Illustrated by Katie Mountford), THE NOTRE
DAME SPIRIT, Corby Publishing, August 2012
Eileen Meyer, WHOʼS FASTER? ANIMALS ON THE MOVE, Mountain Press
Aaron Reynolds (Illustrated by Peter Brown), CREEPY CARROTS!, Simon &
Schuster, August 21, 2012
Jennifer Ward (Illustrated by Steve Gray), THERE WAS AN OLD PIRATE WHO
SWALLOWED A FISH, Amazon Children's Publishing, September 2012
MIDDLE GRADE / YOUNG ADULT FICTION
Lisa Jenn Bigelow, STARTING FROM HERE, Amazon Children's Publishing
(formerly Marshall Cavendish Children's Books), September 2012
Emily Fairlie, THE LOST TREASURE OF TUCKERNUCK, Katherine Tegen
Books
Elizabeth Fama, MONSTROUS BEAUTY, Farrar, Straus and Giroux Books for
Young Readers, September 2012
Megg Jensen, THE SUNDERING, 80 Pages, Inc.
L. S. Murphy, REAPER. J. Taylor Publishing, January 2013

Amy Timberlake, ONE CAME HOME: A SISTER LOST, A BODY FOUND, THE
TRUTH BURIED, Alfred A. Knopf Books for Young Readers, January 8, 2013
NONFICTION
Dennis and Judith Fradin, ZORA! THE LIFE OF ZORA NEALE HURSTON,
Clarion, August 2012
Suzanne Slade, WHAT EATS WHAT IN A DESERT FOOD CHAIN / WHAT
EASTS WHAT IN AN OCEAN FOOD CHAIN, Picture Window Books
Sally M. Walker, THEIR SKELETONS SPEAK: KENNEWICK MAN AND THE
PALEOAMERICAN WORLD, Carolrhoda Books, October 2012
This list is compiled semi-annually by Ruth Spiro, author of Lester Fizz, Bubble-Gum
Artist, and by Beverly Patt, author of Haven and Best Friends Forever: A WWII Scrapbook.
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Fall Classes, Retreats & Workshops
Compiled by June Sengpiehl
Classes, conferences and workshops provide opportunities for professional contacts,
manuscript critiques, networking and fellowship. Many an unpublished manuscript has
been refocused, redefined, rewritten and published after its author attended a class or
workshop. Visit http://www.scbwi‐illinois.org and click on “networks” to find out about
other events offered by SCBWI‐Illinois Networks throughout the state.
***CLASSES***
SCHOOL OF THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
36 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, IL 60603
Dept. of Continuing Studies and Special Programs
1. Beginning Children’s Book Illustration 504 001
Tuesdays, October 9 to December 11, 2012,6 to 9 pm
Instructor: Laura Montenegro
To register: http://www.saic.edu/continuing_studies/ace/index.html or call 312 629‐
6170
2. Multi‐Level Children’s Book Illustration 505 001
Wednesdays, October 3 to December 12, 2012, 6 to 9 pm
No class November 21 (Thanksgiving)
Instructor: Lisa Cinelli
To register, http://www.saic.edu/continuing_studies/ace/index.html
or call 312 629‐6170
BIG TABLE STUDIO
1700 Crain Street
Evanston, IL 60202
1. Experiments in Picture Book Writing
Thursdays, October 11 to December 6, 2012, 6 to 9 pm
No class November 22 (Thanksgiving)
Instructor: Laura Montenegro
To register: 847 328‐4175
see www.lauranymanmontenegro.com for more information
Also offering private instruction
847 328‐4175 call or email for information
lauramontenegro@sbcglobal.net

Materials and Techniques in Children’s Book Illustration
440 Oakland Drive
Highland Park, Illinois 60035
Teaching Artist: Lisa Cinelli
Work one‐on‐one or in small classes, exploring drawing, painting and mixed media
techniques used in children’s book illustration. Fine tune images in your picture book
dummy and then experiment with materials to best tell the story visually. Classes can
also be arranged to focus on particular drawing or painting techniques such as pen and
ink, watercolor or gouache (an opaque watercolor) or mixed media.
For more information about classes or one on one lessons, contact Lisa Cinelli at
lisacinelli@gmail.com or call (847) 433‐4287
MAYSLAKE PEABODY ESTATE
1717 W. 31st Street
Oak Brook, IL 60523
New class beginning this Fall: Fundamentals of Writing for Children and Teens
Saturday, October 13, 2012, 1‐5 pm
Fee $50
Instructor: Carmela Martino, Author
Through lectures, examples and writing exercises, author Carmela Martino will present
the building blocks of writing fiction for children and teens, from picture books and
magazines to teen novels. Learn how to develop characters, plots, settings, and
viewpoint in ways that will hook young readers and keep them turning the pages.
To register for the class, call Mayslake at (630) 206‐9566.
http://www/mayslakepeabody.com/
For more information, contact Carmela via her website, http://www. carmela martino
.com
THE NEWBERRY LIBRARY
60 W. Walton St., Chicago
Picture This: Writing Picture Books for Children
Wednesdays, October 10 through November 14, 2012, 5:45 pm to 7:45 pm Instructor:
Author and Writing Coach Esther Hershenhorn
This workshop focuses on how to create and write a successful children’s picture book
that connects with both young readers and today’s ever‐changing marketplace.
Participants’ manuscripts will be shared and discussed to highlight the variety of picture
books and structures, craft, the writing process and today’s children’s book publishing
world. Writers of all levels will be offered a supportive, challenging and encouraging
environment.
For more information or to register, visit
http://www.newberry.org/programs/currentschedule.html or call (312) 255‐3700

THE WRITER’S STUDIO, UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
The Gleacher Center, 450 N. Cityfront Plaza Drive, Chicago
Publishing Your Book for Children and Young Adults
Thursday, November 15, 2012, 6 pm to 9 pm
Instructor: Author and Writing coach Esther Hershenhorn
If you are thinking about writing a children’s book, either fiction or nonfiction, this
seminar will ground you and point you in the right direction. Bring a proposal, or an
idea, a character description, a synopsis, or even a first chapter to help determine your
story’s format possibilities, audience, and marketability in today’s diverse children’s
book world.
To register, visit www.grahamschool.uchicago.edu/php/writersstudio/
WOODRIDGE PUBLIC LIBRARY
3 Plaza Drive
Woodridge, Illinois
Self‐Publishing with Amazon’s CreateSpace
A Quick Look at the Step‐by‐Step Process
Thursday, September 27, 2012, 7 pm to 8:30 pm
Instructor: Barbara Gregorich, Author
This colorful and informative slide presentation depicts the real‐life, step‐by‐step
process of publishing a book through Amazon’s self‐publishing division, CreateSpace.
From signing on and setting up an account; to making decisions on page layout, type
face, and cover design; to submitting and proofreading; and, finally, to publication of the
book‐‐each step is illustrated and explained. Barbara Gregorich’s five self‐published
books will be used to illustrate decisions about size, page layout, typeface and cover.
Ample time will be allowed for questions.
For more information, contact the Woodridge Public Library at their website or call 630
964‐7899.
NEW TRIER EXTENSION DIVISION
7 Happ Road
Northfield, Illinois
The Nuts, Bolts and ABC’s of Writing for Kids
Tuesdays, September 18 to November 27, 2012, 1 to 3 pm (no class Sept 25)
Instructor: Pamela Dell, Author and Freelance Editor
Class #113‐930
$200 (seniors $180)
With a strong focus on the various elements of narrative craft‐‐plot, characterization,
dialog, point of view, and other fiction essentials‐‐this course offers a combination of in‐
class presentations, on‐the‐spot writing exercises, and take‐home assignments, as well
as a chance for students to receive valuable feedback on their work from other class
participants as well as a professional editor. Every aspect of the course is designed to
help writers sharpen their skills and become clearly aware of the writing ‘red flags’ that
alert editors and agents to manuscripts that don’t yet have a professional polish.

Participants will also receive specific information on the children’s publishing industry,
including what editors are looking for and how to go about finding an agent, including
names of some of our best in kid‐lit. Many other writer resources provided as well.
Whether you’ve got a work in progress or just want some basics to help you begin
writing with confidence, this class will take you several steps further toward a successful
finished product.
For more information, call 847 446‐6600 or see http://www.ed2go.com/ntx/
EMILY OAKS NATURE CENTER
4650 Brummel
Skokie, IL 60076
Plein Air Painting Workshop (344451‐01)
2 Saturdays, September 29 and October 6, 2012 (Raindate October 20) 9:30 am to 12:30
pm
Instructor: Michelle Kogan, mkogan@mdandmk.com, http://www.michellekogan.com
$60 Resident/$75 Non Resident Rate
Immerse yourself in a two‐day plein air painting workshop on the grounds of Emily Oaks
Nature Center in early fall. Students will create one or two watercolor, acrylic, oil or
pastel compositions, using the natural surroundings as inspiration. Some drawing and
painting experience is helpful. Instructor Michelle Kogan is a painter and illustrator with
training from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Participants need to provide
their own supplies; a supply list will be sent prior to the first class.
For registration: http://www.skokieparks.org Click: Search and Register for Programs,
next click and fill in: Activity Number Search: 344451‐01 or call (847) 677‐7001.
EVANSTON ART CENTER
2603 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60201
1. The Figure: Creating a Body of Work (0176)
Start Date: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 (Twelve Weeks) 12:30 pm to 3:30 pm
Instructor: Michelle Kogan, mkogan@mdandmk.com, http://www.michellekogan.com
$320 Regular Member Rate/$310 Discounted (Resident) Rate
Create a series of related artwork using the figure (life model) as a departure point. In
the first class bring your ideas for the body of work you will create and we will discuss
them as a group, and talk about your concepts, compositions and how we will pose the
models. Also bring drawing material and materials for the medium you will be working
in, oil/ acrylic, watercolor, pastel, mixed‐media. We’ll begin each class with warm up
poses. Some previous drawing experience helpful.
2. Watercolor Guild (0160)
Start Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 (Twelve Weeks), 9 am to 12 pm
Instructor: Michelle Kogan, mkogan@mdandmk.com, http://www.michellekogan.com
$300 Regular Member Rate/$290 Discounted (Resident) Rate
Come join this guild style watercolor class where students are working independently on
their own paintings and under the guidance of the instructor. You will gain insights while

painting alongside your fellow students and the instructor. The instructor will work
individually with you on composition, watercolor techniques and the use of transparent
versus opaque watercolor.
3. Inspirational Drawing/Painting (0282)
Start Date: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 (Twelve Weeks), 12:30 pm to 3:30 pm
Instructor: Michelle Kogan, mkogan@mdandmk.com, http://www.michellekogan.com
$300 Regular Member Rate/$290 Discounted (Resident) Rate
Where do your ideas for your art come from; nature, writing, news media, the Internet?
Create drawings inspired by what interests you. For the first class bring in inspirational
items: a quote, personal writing, a photo, or series of objects. Also bring a sketchbook,
drawing paper, Staedtler Mars #3 drawing pencils, eraser, tracing paper and the
additional medium that you want to use. In the class we may take a walk, share ideas on
drawings, and take a field trip to a museum, to see what inspires our work. Instructor
will work individually, honing your compositions and techniques.
To register, call (847) 475‐5300 or click on the link below:
http://www.evanstonartcenter.org
CHICAGO BOTANIC GARDEN
1000 Lake Cook Road
Glencoe, IL 60022
Plein Air Drawing and Painting in the Gardens and Greenhouse
Start Date: Thursday, September 20, 2012, (Ten Weeks), 9:30 am to 12:30 pm
Instructor: Michelle Kogan, mkogan@mdandmk.com, http://www.michellekogan.com
$300
Bring your paints, easel and brushes and Plein Air paint/draw amongst the changing
variety of fall flowers and plants in the Chicago Botanic Garden! In this lush venue, we
will create finished compositions using your choice of watercolor, oil, acrylic and
drawing mediums. Both beginners and seasoned artists are welcome. Beginners will
focus on exercises starting with monochromatic paintings/drawings and build up to full‐
color compositions, while seasoned artists will be given criticism in composition, color
and materials. Each student will receive individual critiques. In the event of inclement
weather, we will move into the Greenhouse.
The following institutions also offer classes and workshops for writers and illustrators.
Specific class information was not available at time of publication.
THE RAGDALE FOUNDATION
Lake Forest, IL
Phone (847) 234‐1063 or visit www.ragdale
THE WRITERS CENTER AT ELGIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Elgin, IL
Regular writing workshop plus weekend special‐topic workshops
Phone (847) 697‐1000, Ext 7578

***SCBWI REGIONALS***
SCBWI ILLINOIS
November 10, 2012
Prairie Writer’s Day: Something Brilliant This Way Comes
Wojcik Conference Center
Harper College
1200 W. Algonquin Road
Palatine, IL
To register: http://www.scbwi‐illinois.org/pdf/PWD_Registration2012.pdf
November 10, 2012
Member Luncheon, 11:30 to 2:30
Zionsville, IN
Contact: Sarah Kilfoil, Pal Coordinator
November 10, 2012
Autograph Party
9:30 to 11am (picture books), 3‐4:30 pm (MG and YA)
4 Kids Books, Zionsville, IN
Contact: Sarah Kilfoil, PAL Coordinator
SCBWI‐IOWA
October 19 to October 21, 2012
Zombies, Vampires, Editors and Other Scary Things
Airport Holiday Inn
Des Moines, IA
Heather Alexander, Laura Schreiber, Dorothia Rohner among others for a weekend
focusing on children’s literature and the industry.
Contact: Connie Heckert, RA
SCBWI MICHIGAN
October 5 to October 6, 2012
Writing On The Edge, Greektown
Detroit, Michigan
Contact: Anita Pazner
SCBWI OHIO
September 21 to September 22, 2012
A Springboard to Publishing Success...
Northern Ohio’s 10th Annual Conference
Sheraton Cleveland Airport Hotel
5300 Riverside Drive

Cleveland, OH 44135
Contact: Victoria Selvaggio, RA
October 20, 2012, 10 am to 12 pm
Critique Meet With YA Fiction Author Jeannine Garsee
Barnes and Noble
4015 Medina Road
Akron, Ohio 44333
Contact: Victoria Selvaggio, RA
November 10, 2012, 9 am to 12 pm
Colleen Kessler presents “Writing Children’s Books for the
Educational Market”
Holiday Inn Cleveland‐South
6001 Rockside Road,
Independence, Ohio 44131
SCBWI‐WISCONSIN
October 19 to October 21, 2012
Fall Conference
Siena Center
Racine, Wisconsin
Contact: JoAnn Early Macken
SCBWI INTERNATIONAL
14th Annual Winter Conference
February 1‐3, 2013
New York, NY
Visit SCBWI.org for faculty, registration and information.
***RETREATS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS AND LECTURES***
HIGHLIGHTS FOUNDATION FOUNDERS WORKSHOPS FOR PROFESSIONAL AND ASPIRING
WRITERS AND ILLUSTRATORS
Honesdale, PA
Conferences include seminars, small‐group workshops, and one‐on‐one sessions with
some of the most accomplished, prominent and supportive authors, illustrators, editors,
critics and publishers of the world of children’s literature, all determined to help authors
and illustrators meet their goals
October 5 to October 7, 2012
Books That Rise Above
A Children’s Book Colloquium

Workshop Leaders: Patricia Lee Gauch, Linda Sue Park, Leonard Marcus, Deborah
Heiligman, Elizabeth Bird
October 7 to October 12, 2012
An introduction to Novels in Verse
Workshop Leaders: Linda Oatman High, Sonya Sones, Virginia Euwer Wolff
October 18 to October 21, 2012
Heart of the Fantasy Novel (Part Two of Two‐Part Class)
Complete Fantasy Draft
Workshop Leader: Patricia Lee Gauch
October 21 to October 27, 2012
Whole Novel Workshop: Young Adult Readers
Workshop Leaders: Coe Booth, Rita Williams Garcia, Sara Crowe, Varian Johnson
Special Guests: Deborah Gonzales, Marilyn Salerno
November 2 to November 4, 2012
A Crash Course in the Business of Children’s Book Publishing
Workshop Leader: Clay Winters
Special Guests: Bobbie Combs, Katie Davis, Harold Underdown, Neil Waldman
November 8 to November 11, 2012
The Brilliant Dummy
Creating a Picture Book Dummy for Submission
Workshop Leaders: Lindsay Barrett George, Judy Schachner
For all workshops, phone (877) 512‐8365 with questions. To register or to request more
information, e‐mail Jo Lloyd, Program Assistant, jalloyd@highlightsfoundation.org
***RESIDENCY PROGRAMS***
VERMONT COLLEGE BRIEF RESIDENCY
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS
Montpelier, VT
July and January
11‐day intensive residencies in July and January on campus alternate with 5 month
nonresident projects (4 semesters, 5residencies). Faculty includes M. T. Anderson, Kathi
Appelt, Marion Dane Bauer, Sharon Darrow, Ellen Levine and Norma Fox Mazer
Contact Melissa Fisher at (800) 336‐6794, Ext. 8637 or e‐mail melissa.fisher@tui.edu or
visit the website at www.tui.edu/vermontcollege
SPALDING UNIVERSITY BRIEF RESIDENCY
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING PROGRAM WITH A CONCENTRATION IN WRITING

FOR CHILDREN
Louisville, KY
Semesters begin in May or October
Program is 4 semesters, 5 residencies
Contact Graduate Admissions at (800) 896‐8941, Ext. 2423 or e‐mail: mfa@spalding.edu
or visit the website at www.spalding.edu
LESLEY UNIVERSITY LOW‐RESIDENCY
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN CREATIVE WRITING
Cambridge, MA
Offering a concentration in Writing for Young People
Semesters begin in January and June
Program is 4 semesters, 5 residencies
Contact Jana M. Van der Veer, Assistant Director, Advising and Student Services,
jvanderv@lesley.edu
HAMLINE UNIVERSITY LOW‐RESIDENCY
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS
1536 Hewitt Avenue
Saint Paul, MN 55104
Semesters begin in January and July
Program is 4 semesters, 5 residencies
Office phone: (651) 523‐2047, Fax: (651) 523‐2490
For questions, call (651) 523‐2900 or e‐mail gradprog@hamline.edu
***LEARNING ON‐LINE***
INSTITUTE OF CHILDREN’S LITERATURE
Correspondence courses and access to articles, tips, and chat room discussions on
writing.
Visit www.institutechildrenslit.com
WRITER’S DIGEST ONLINE WORKSHOPS
“Fundamentals of Writing for Children” (12 week beginning course)
“Focus Course in Writing for Children” (14 week intermediate course)
For details and starting dates on these workshops and other Writer’s Digest Online
Courses, visit www.writersonlineworkshops.com
June Sengpiehl lives in Oak Park, with her husband, Paul. She writes poetry, articles,
picture books and chapter books. Her email is: jsseng629@yahoo.com
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News Roundup Fall 2012
Compiled by Dana Wilson Easley
***EVENTS (roughly by date)***
ANDERSON’S BOOKSHOP
Information is subject to change; some events require tickets. For more information on these and other
upcoming events, visit www.andersonsbookshop.com/events or call 630‐355‐2665 for AB Naperville (123
W. Jefferson Ave., Naperville) and ATDE (Anderson’s Two Doors East, 111 W. Jefferson Ave., Naperville) or
630‐963‐2665 for AB Downers Grove (5112 Main St., Downers Grove).
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Sept. 15: Anna Dewdney, author of Llama Llama Time to Share, 2:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Sept. 18: Andrea Cremer, author of Rift, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Sept. 20: Rachel Hartman, author of Seraphina, 7:00 p.m. at ATDE.
th
Sept. 22: Celebrating the 75 Anniversary of JRR Tolkien’s The Hobbit, 2:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville
and at AB‐Downers Grove.
Sept. 23: Not For Kids Only Book Group discussion of Liar and Spy by Rebecca Stead, 2:00 p.m. at
ATDE. New members welcome.
Sept. 23: Erin Hunter, author of Survivors #1: The Empty City, 2:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Sept. 25: Ellen Hopkins, author of Tilt, 7:00 p.m. at ATDE.
Sept. 25: James Dashner, author of the Infinity Ring series, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Sept. 26: Jessica Shirvington, author of Entice, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Sept. 27: Shannon Hale, author of Palace of Stone, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Sept. 28: Multi‐Author Event featuring Tonya Hurley (The Blessed), David Levithan (Every Day),
Heather Brewer (The Slayer Chronicles: Second Chance) and others to come, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐
Naperville.
Sept. 29: Jamie Lee Curtis, author of My Brave Year of Firsts, 11:00 a.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Sept. 30: Maggie Stiefvater, author of The Raven Boys, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 1: Patricia MacLachlan, author of The Boxcar Children Beginning: The Aldens of Fair Meadow
Farm, 7:00 p.m. at ATDE.
Oct. 2: Libba Bray, author of The Diviners, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 2: William Joyce, author of The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore, 7:00 p.m. at
Pfeiffer Hall, 310 E. Benton Ave., Naperville. Tickets required. Contact AB‐Naperville as the date
nears.
Oct. 3: Bob Balaban, author of The Creature From the Seventh Grade: Boy or Beast, 7:00 p.m. at
ATDE.
Oct. 4: Tim Green, author of Unstoppable, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 4: Lois Lowry, author of Son, 7:00 p.m. at Wentz Concert Hall, 171 E. Chicago Ave.,
Naperville. Tickets required and available at AB‐Naperville as the date nears.
Oct. 6: Star Wars Reads special event with Jeffrey Brown, author of Darth Vader and Son, 2:00
p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 10: Cory Doctorow, author of Pirate Cinema, 7:00 p.m. at ATDE.
Oct. 11: Annie Barrows, author of Ivy and Bean Make the Rules #9, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 16: Heidi Roemer, author of Come to My Party and Other Shape Poems, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐
Naperville.
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Oct. 18: Matthew Cody, author of Super, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 19: Jon Klassen, author of This Is Not My Hat, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 22: Peter Brown & Aaron Reynolds, authors of Creepy Carrots!, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Downers
Grove.
Oct. 25: Derek Anderson, illustrator of Waking Dragons, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 28: Class Acts event with authors Dan Gutman (The Genius Files), Jeramey Kraatz (The Cloak
Society), and Jon Scieszka (Guys Read: The Sports Pages), 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 29: Jenny Han & Siobhan Vivian, authors of Burn for Burn, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Oct. 30: Cinda Williams Chima, author of The Crimson Crown, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Nov. 1: Bob Shea, author of Dinosaur vs. Santa, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Nov. 1: Orson Scott Card, author of Earth Unaware, 7:00 p.m. at ATDE.
Nov. 6: What’s New in Children’s Literature? For grades K‐3 at 5:30 p.m. For grades 4‐8 at 7:00
p.m. at AB‐Naperville. Please call to register.
Nov. 7: John Flanagan, author of Brotherband Chronicles: The Hunters, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐
Naperville.
Nov. 7: Get Real: Contemps Tour presents Young Adult authors Janet Gurtler (Who I Kissed),
Miranda Kenneally (Stealing Parker), and Lisa & Laura Roecker (Lies That Bind), 7:00 p.m. at
ATDE.
Nov. 8: R.L. Stine, author of Red Rain, an adult horror book, and the Goosebumps series for
children, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
Nov. 14: Ally Condie, author of Reached, 7:00 p.m. at AB‐Naperville.
th

ANDERSON’S BOOKSHOP 9 ANNUAL YA LITERATURE CONFERENCE
When: Sept. 29, doors open at 7:30 a.m.
Where: Hotel Arista, 2139 CityGate Lane, Naperville
Cost: $99 (all day conference includes author sessions, continental breakfast, and lunch)
Advanced reservations required ‐ call 800‐728‐0708.
For more information: www.andersonsbookshop.com
ILA ANNUAL CONFERENCE
When: Oct. 9‐11
Where: Peoria Civic Center, Peoria, IL
Cost: $225–$300 for full conference, $125–$225 for single day, $30–$40 for Youth Services Author
Breakfast; discounts available for early registration, ILA membership, etc.
Details: The Illinois Library Association (ILA) Annual Conference is attended by librarians, trustees, library
assistants, educators, and others interested in libraries.
For more information: Call 312‐644‐1896 or visit www.ila.org/events‐and‐exhibitors/2012‐annual‐
conference
TEEN READ WEEK
When: Oct. 14‐20
Details: This year’s theme is “It Came from the Library!” Teen Read Week celebrates reading for fun and
encourages teens to take advantage of reading in all its forms.
For more information: www.teenreadweek.ning.com
th

35 DAY OF READING CONFERENCE
When: Nov. 2‐3
Where: Tinley Park Convention Center, 18451 Convention Center Drive, Tinley Park, IL
Cost: $145 to $330 based on membership status and which events are attended.
Details: This conference, presented by the Secondary Reading League (SRL), focuses on literacy for grades
6–12. It is primarily for librarians and educators. Keynote speakers are Carol Jago and Gordon Korman.
For more information: www.dayofreading.org

TH

SCBWI‐ILLINOIS 8 ANNUAL PRAIRIE WRITER’S DAY
When: Nov. 10, 9:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Where: Wojcik Conference Center at Harper College, 1200 W. Algonquin Rd., Palatine, IL
Cost: $140.00 for members, $165.00 for non‐members (additional opportunities for writers and
illustrators available for additional cost, see website for details)
Details: The annual conference for SCBWI‐Illinois. This year’s theme is “Something Brilliant this Way
Comes”.
For more information: www.scbwi‐illinois.org/PrairieWritersDay_Announcement2012.html

***AWARDS***
BOSTON GLOBE–HORN BOOK AWARDS
Winners:
• Fiction: No Crystal Stair: A Documentary Novel of the Life and Work of Lewis Michaux, Harlem
Bookseller by Vaunda Micheaux Nelson, illustrated by R. Gregory Christie (Carolrhoda Lab)
• Nonfiction: Chuck Close: Face Book, written & illustrated by Chuck Close (Abrams Books for Young
Readers)
• Picture Book: Extra Yarn by Mac Barnett, illustrated by Jon Klassen (Balzer + Bray)Honors:
• Fiction: Life: An Exploded Diagram by Mal Peet (Candlewick Press) ; Code Name Verity by Elizabeth
Wein (Hyperion Books for Children)
• Nonfiction: Georgia in Hawaii: When Georgia O’Keeffe Painted What She Pleased by Amy Novesky,
illustrated by Yuyi Morales (Harcourt Children’s Books) ; The Elephant Scientist by Caitlin O’Connell &
Donna M. Jackson, photographs by Caitlin O’Connell & Timothy Rodwell (Houghton Mifflin Books for
Children)
• Picture Book: And Then It’s Spring by Julie Fogliano, illustrated by Erin E. Stead (Neil Porter/Roaring
Brook Press) ; And the Soldiers Sang by J. Patrick Lewis, illustrated by Gary Kelley (Creative Editions)
For more information: www.hbook.com

***GRANTS & CONTESTS***
GOLDEN KITE AWARDS
What: These awards for published books are given annually to recognize excellence in children’s literature
for fiction, nonfiction, picture book text, and picture book illustration. Available to all current SCBWI
members who are renewed through at least April 1, 2013.
Deadline: Entries must be received by Dec. 3, 2012.
For more information: www.scbwi.org/Pages.aspx/Golden‐Kite‐Award
SID FLEISCHMAN HUMOR AWARD
What: Award for authors of published books whose work exemplifies the excellence of writing in the
genre of humor. Available to all current SCBWI members who are renewed through at least April 1, 2013.
Books nominated for the Sid Fleischman Humor Award are still eligible to receive the Golden Kite Award
but must additionally be submitted for that award as per the guidelines.
Deadline: Entries must be received by Dec. 3, 2012.
For more information: www.scbwi.org/Pages.aspx/Sid‐Fleischman‐Award
SCBWI MAGAZINE MERIT AWARDS
What: These awards are given to published, original magazine work for young people in the areas of
fiction, nonfiction, illustration, and poetry.
Deadline: Entries must be submitted on or before Dec. 15, 2012.
For more information: www.scbwi.org/Pages.aspx/Magazine‐Merit‐Award

CHILDREN’S WRITER: YA Short Story
What: Submit an unpublished short story for teens, 13‐14, in any subgenre, including speculative fiction,
issue‐based, contemporary, historical, adventure, humor, etc. The story should be no longer than 1,500
words. Winners will be announced in the March 2013 issue.
Deadline: Entries must be received by Oct. 31, 2012.
Cost: Free for Children’s Writer subscribers, $15 for nonsubscribers (includes 8‐month subscription)
Prizes: $500 for first place, plus publication in Children’s Writer; $250 for second place; $100 for third,
fourth, and fifth places.
For more information: www.childrenswriter.com
Dana Wilson Easley writes MG and YA novels. She is co‐rep of the SCBWI‐IL LaGrange‐Naperville network.
She is working her way through the alphabet for careers, pausing at archaeologist, then attorney, and
hopefully settling on author!
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SCBWI-Illinois Prairie Writer’s Day VIII: Something Brilliant This
Way Comes
WHEN?
Saturday, November 10, 2012
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
(registration begins at 8:00 a.m.)
WHERE?
Wojcik Conference Center
Harper College
1200 W. Algonquin Rd.
Palatine, IL
REGISTRATION FEE?
Member cost: $140.00
Nonmembers: $165.00
WICKEDLY BRILLIANT SPEAKERS:
Susan Campbell Bartoletti, Author Extraordinaire
Brenda Bowen, Agent, Sanford J. Greenburger Associates
Dianne Hess, Executive Editor, Scholastic Press
Beverly Horowitz, VP/Publisher, Delacorte (Random House)
Meredith Mundy, Executive Editor, Sterling Children’s Books
Elizabeth Parisi, Creative Director, Trade Publishing, Scholastic Inc.
Lisa Yoskowitz, Editor, Disney‐Hyperion
Marietta Zacker, Agent, Nancy Gallt Literary Agency
Join us at this year’s Prairie Writer’s Day. There is something for everyone:
• the addition of extended, hands‐on, interactive workshops
• multiple breakout sessions
• MORE opportunities than ever before to get your work in front of our speakers
• a mock agent/editor negotiation
• a publishing panel
• our traditional Mix ‘n Mingle
• a folder containing handouts from ALL workshops/breakouts
• the ability to submit, post‐conference, to all of our speakers (including closed houses)
This day will be something spectacular!

We will begin with something inspirational: a keynote address by Newbery Honor and
Sibert Honor winner Susan Campbell Bartoletti (http://www.scbartoletti.com). Next,
something illuminating: meet the rest of our esteemed speakers during a rousing
publishing panel. Then head off to your chosen workshop for something interactive.
After something delicious for lunch, reboot and find out what happens when an editor
and an agent meet behind closed doors (sure to be something revealing). Leave room in
your brain for something custom‐made: two breakout sessions of your choice. Close out
the day with something engaging at our Mix ‘n Mingle, where you’ll be able to chat one‐
on‐one with our speakers.
To register, go to http://scbwi‐illinois.org/pdf/PWD_Registration2012.pdf
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Speak the Speech: Dialogue Lessons from Improv
By M. Molly Backes
Like any good Chicagoan, I’ve studied improv, and much of what I know about
writing fiction I learned in improv classes. The two have a lot in common. They’re
both concerned with human relationships. They both work best when they trust their
audience to help them build a story together (my fiction professor in college used to
talk about building a bridge halfway to your reader; improvisers begin by asking the
audience for suggestions). They both build stories around scenes—in fact, improv
almost never uses summary. And just like writers, improvisers strive to create
moments of truth, even in the middle of the wackiest scenes.
And though you don’t have to study improv to write good dialogue, it certainly
doesn’t hurt!
Make Statements, Not Questions
A major rule in improv is not to ask questions in a scene. Questions don’t add
anything to the scene, and they (unfairly) shift the burden of creation from you to
your teammate.
If you start a scene by asking a question—“What’s in that box?”—your scene partner
has to decide what’s in the box and respond by telling you, thus carrying the creative
burden.
However, if you begin with a statement—“If that’s another box of blind kittens, you
are uninvited to my bat mitzvah”—you’re helping your scene partner by giving her
something to play off, a relationship and conflict to add to.
Of course in writing, you’re in charge of all the dialogue, but I still think statements
are stronger than questions. “Where were you tonight?” versus “I know you were at
the Quarry with the Jenkins brothers tonight.” The latter jumps right past all the
boring stuff (“Nowhere,” “Don’t play around with me, mister, I asked you a
question,” etc., etc.) and into the meat of the conflict, which helps to move the plot
forward. Much better!
Avoid Expository Dialogue

When beginning an improv scene, you want to establish a relationship and setting as
quickly as possible. Many amateurs attempt to achieve this with painfully expository
dialogue: “As you know, we’ve been married for five years now, and in that time
we’ve bought a house and had two children, and you quit your job to stay home with
them, and I’ve had to take on a second job to make ends meet . . .”
This kind of dialogue shatters the reality of the scene, because a married person
would rarely recount the last five years to his partner. In reality, all that shared
history sits between two people and colors every interaction they have.
“Look at how thin I was! And how happy.” Andrew gazed over his
husband’s shoulder at the picture of their wedding day, five years earlier.
“I’m just so tired now, all the time.”
“Don’t blame me. I never told you to quit your job for the children.”
Marcus snapped the album shut and pushed it away.
If the scene needs exposition to help the reader understand the conversation, it
can happen in summary, to keep the verisimilitude of the dialogue intact.
No Talking Heads
One of the most common scenes you see in amateur improv involves a bunch of
people standing onstage talking to one another. Turns out, this isn’t usually the most
fascinating thing to watch, and when you’re just standing around, it’s easy to get
stuck.
In improv, the trick is to build your setting around you: instead of just standing and
talking, start slicing a loaf of bread, or sanding the bottom of your canoe, or polishing
your shoes, or flossing. Suddenly, you have a setting, which helps to develop character
and further plot. Two guys standing around talking about their wives might be sort of
interesting, but if they’re talking about their wives while they’re performing surgery,
or while they’re robbing a bank, suddenly you have a whole new layer of insight into
who these people are and what their relationship is with each other and with their
wives.
The same goes for writing. Often, when I find myself stuck in a scene, I think about
where the character is and what she’s doing, and the setting helps me move the plot
forward almost every time.
Remove The Tags

Basic dialogue tags—“she said,” “he asked”—are almost invisible to the brain. When
you read, your brain processes these tags as information about who’s speaking, as
punctuation, rather than as prose. This is why writing teachers tell writers to use
exotic dialogue tags (such as exclaimed, interrogated, declared, murmured, or
retorted) sparingly—your brain notices these words, and noticing them can take you
out of the scene.
I once had a writing teacher who wouldn’t allow us to use a single dialogue tag in a
story, and to this day I feel quite rebellious when I allow myself to type “she said.”
Ideally, your characters should sound different enough that you don’t need tags at
all—the character’s words alone will be enough to indicate who’s speaking.
Of course, sometimes tags are necessary, but if basic tags are basically invisible,
merely using “she said” to indicate the speaker seems like a wasted opportunity to
give the reader information about who the characters are and what’s happening in a
scene.
Instead, try swapping out your dialogue tags for character movement and setting
description.
For example:
“I’m not going with you,” I exclaimed. “I have plans.”
versus
“I’m not going with you.” I leaned over my canoe, avoiding his eyes. The
wood was smooth from weeks and weeks of sanding. “I have plans.”
In the second example, you don’t even need dialogue tags—the action and setting tell
us who’s speaking. And now, instead of empty tags, we have more information about
what’s happening in the scene. We can read the character’s body language and
interpret her descriptions to guess at her plans and her emotions.
Want More
And finally, characters should have wants. In every human interaction, each person
wants something. Approval, acknowledgment, obedience, understanding, love, an
admission of guilt, respect, revenge, sex . . . the list is endless. Often you have more
than one want motivating you at any given time, and often you don’t fully realize all
the petty and noble desires that drive you. But that doesn’t mean they’re not there.

Onstage, knowing what your character wants can help you to react more honestly to
everyone else onstage, and as improvisers know, truth = funny. The same thing goes
for writing. If your characters have strong wants and needs driving them, your scenes
will be more complex and more interesting, especially when we get to see the ways
your character reacts to the inevitable obstacles standing in his way.
But of course, we rarely come out and tell each other what we want. Instead, we try
to get people to say what we want them to say, without letting them know that we
want them to say it.
Few people would come out and say, “I want you to tell me that you still love me and
you’re feeling sorry that we broke up and you realize that I’m the best thing that ever
happened to you.”
Instead, they dance around the issue, they talk about other things entirely, they say
things they don’t mean, they hear what they want to hear. “So, you went bowling with
Rita? She’s really pretty, isn’t she? After a while, you don’t even notice that mole on
her nose . . .”
And then they go back to sanding the canoe.
M. Molly Backes is the author of The Princesses of Iowa and the assistant director of
StoryStudio Chicago, the center for writing and writers.
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Finding the Shape of Story
By Laura Nyman Montenegro
Over and over and over again, I hear it.
“Characters? I can make them easily. I just can’t find a story for them.”
I know this lament well, I have
heard it from almost every
illustrator I know. It has been my
own lament as well. In fact, it has
been such a stumbling block for
illustrators that I have placed it at
the center of our practice in my
classes. Why not go straight to the
heart of our problems?
As illustrators we are wildly good at
description and depiction of
character. We can draw characters
that can make you weep. Our
problem lies not here but in the
creating of drama. Our trouble is in
the placing of our sticks, the
arrangement of which makes
combustion either inevitable or not
happen at all. We are not satisfied
with a simple slice of life, we want
our stories to burn and blaze with
the depth and layers of stories
under stories.
How do we get there?
Behold the humble little storyboard.
I never thought that I would say this. Because, you see, I have always disliked making
storyboards. The storyboard has always stolen the fun, carried the map in its back
pocket, figured out the story, and left me, a mere pair of hands, to copy the pictures.

No. I preferred the risky adventure. I liked not knowing where I was going. I liked to pin
my pages up on strings as I made them and let one inspire the other. I liked the alchemy
of juxtaposition, of improvisation and jazz. Though it was much messier, I preferred this
method of finding the shape of my story. Until one of my students pointed at the
pictures strung up on the wall and said, “But you are making storyboards, you’re just
making very very big ones.”
A chink in the wall. The melding of
what I thought I couldn’t do with
what I was doing.
Then one day, I saw two boys, one
big and one little, in the middle of
a field. The big one struggled to
carry the little one on his back.
Each time the big boy walked a
few steps, the little boy slid off
onto the ground. The big boy
hoisted him back up. The little boy
pointed.
“I want to go that way!” he
ordered.
“No!” said the big boy.
“Now this way!” ordered the little
one.
“NO!” yelled the big one.
The big boy stomped away. Their
father entered the scene, hoisted
the little boy up and carried him
away on his big shoulders.
I raced home on my bike, quickly made a thirty‐two page storyboard and drew what I
had seen.
It was crazy! I could hold the whole sequence of the story’s actions in my mind while at
the same time feel where on the sixteen double‐spread storyboard the parts of the
sequence should occur. I could feel the architecture of the story as I drew.
I wanted to try another one. I realized that having a problem in the story was essential.
It was what was fueling the story; one boy wanted something, the other wouldn’t give it
to him.

I tried a story of my own. It was about a character who wanted to play alone, sent his
friends away, then realized how lonely he was without them. This time the urging of the
storyboard as to where certain parts of the story should happen was even stronger and
clearer.
“Begin with your problem, put it here, near the beginning,” the storyboard seemed to
say.
“The rising action needs to occur within these spreads, raise the stakes, turn up the
heat,” I heard.
“The ‘all is lost’ moment needs to happen right here,” it said.
“Uh‐oh, the climax needs to happen soon to give you room to resolve the story and
provide the denouement. You have only a few more spreads...,” it warned.
The story unfolded as I drew, and the space itself seemed to dictate what should occur
at each moment on each particular spread. A few simple words moved the story
forward.
Crazily, the very form of the storyboard itself helped create the story. The limited
number of pages forced me to push the story forward and to create an arc by arranging
the story’s plot parts, exposition, rising action, climax, and resolution, where they were
most effective. The story, in a crazy way, told itself upon the storyboard.
Now. How can anyone resist that?
Storyboard Suggestions
Make storyboarding a daily practice
Make one storyboard each day. Approach storyboarding as a game, an exercise, and
above all, an experiment. Don’t give up if you miss a day or even a few days. Just hop
back in and make another one. After one year, you will have many stories to choose
from, 365 to be exact! You will know the shape of story in your bones.
Look at other people’s stories
Find the stories of authors and illustrators you like most and analyze their story
architecture. Emulate this in your own storyboards. A few writers, illustrators, and
writer/illustrators who create clear plots and problems in their stories are Leo Lionni,
Barbro Lindgren, John Burningham, Mo Willems, Hyewon Yum, and Shakespeare.
Create a rich list of themes
Friendship, jealousy, envy, misunderstanding, forgiveness, denial, conformity, judgment,
loyalty, competition, assumptions, independence, interdependence...add your
own...then create a storyboard that uses one or more of these themes. The themes that

you tend to come back to again and again are usually the ones you really care about.
They are who you are as a writer.
Use your plot elements
Notice when the architecture is present that makes the story “work.” Architecture is all
about timing and proportion; where things happen and for how long. Begin to feel
where your plot elements occur within the 32‐page storyboard.
Give yourself the “givens” in your story
Give yourself certain things that must be present in your story, i.e., two characters, an
object, and a problem surrounding that object. We work better when we have these
“givens” than when we are handed a blank piece of paper and are told, “OK, make up a
story.”
Work from a situation or incident that you see
Work from a sentence overheard
Ask yourself these questions...
Does my story structure work?
Am I letting my reader in on the problem right away?
Does my story move forward?
Does the pace quicken as things are getting worse for my character?
Am I being hard enough on my character? Can I turn up the heat?
Is there enough tension?
Do I have an “all is lost” moment?
Am I leaving enough room after my climax to tie up all my loose threads?
Is there an inevitability to the ending of my story?
Now. Do you love storyboards?
YES!
Storyboards, stay beautiful!
Laura Nyman Montenegro teaches children’s book illustration at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
and she offers classes and private instruction in the Art of Making Picture Books at BIG TABLE STUDIO in
Evanston, IL. She is author/illustrator of A Poet’s Bird Garden, A Bird About to Sing (featured on Reading
Rainbow), Sweet Tooth, and One Stuck Drawer. Her books have won Parents’ Choice Awards. She is a
founding ensemble member, actor, musician, and visual artist of Theatre Zarko, Puppet Symbolist Theatre.
www.lauranymanmontenegro.com
lauramontenegro@sbcglobal.net
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Lessons on the Way through the Woods: “Taking Joy” with Jane Yolen
By Juliet C. Bond
Finding My Mentor
In 2005, I was awarded a scholarship to the Highlights writer’s workshops in
Chautauqua, New York. Though I’d been successful in having a picture book published,
at that time, I would not have been so brave as to call myself a writer. I’d never met
other children’s book writers, was a new member of SCBWI, and had recently
experienced some severe losses. My father suffered two heart attacks, one of my best
friends lay in a coma, and my marriage was on the rocks. I was raw, newly broken, and
terrified to immerse myself in a week of sharing my writing and myself with strangers.
The short version of this story is that it was a great week—a healing week from which I
emerged with new confidence, new connections, and new knowledge about writing.
During the last banquet, the attendees were offered first crack at the founder’s
workshops in Honesdale, PA. These are a series of intensives, which take place at the old
farms where, in 1946, Caroline Clark Myers and her husband Dr. Cleveland Myers first
decided to write a magazine for children. My new friend Heidi Phelps leaned over and
whispered, “There’s a picture book workshop with Jane Yolen! Come with me!”
I didn’t know who Jane Yolen was, but Heidi and I were the first to register for her
workshop that year. I went home and looked her up. Oh my, THIS was a writer. In fact,
she’d written over 300 books by the time I came to know her—two of which I’d been
religiously reading to my children for years.
Three months later, I arrived in Honesdale in a snowstorm. A kind man in a powerful
truck drove me up a whitewashed mountain. I ditched my drippy boots in the kitchen
and padded into a living room alive with chatter and warmth. A small, cheery‐eyed
woman sat surrounded by six eager faces. Their heads turned like daisies when I
entered.
“Hello!” Jane said, “Glad you made it through the storm!”
She had no idea.

For the next three days I sat in this living room listening to a funny, irreverent and
monumentally smart woman share her wisdom. She also generously shared her time.
Though the workshop description indicated that Ms. Yolen would be willing to critique
two picture book manuscripts, Jane was willing to read anything we gave her and
comment honestly on whether it was worth pursuing.
Over glasses of wine and some delicious spread that the chef called “yogurt cheese” (my
knees still get weak when I think of it), Jane’s eyes grew tired and she shared with us
that she had recently lost her husband. She’d had an extraordinary partnership with her
husband. They worked together, raised children, and developed a powerful friendship
that she was grieving the loss of. The character of the gentle, owl‐loving father in Jane’s
Caldecott‐winning book, Owl Moon, was based on her husband, David. I think it was
Jane’s vulnerability, even more than her generosity and talent, which drew me in.
Like the child in her snowy‐night tale, I needed a guide to take me through the woods.
Jane was easy to trust at a time when I felt the world was untrustworthy.
On the last day of the workshop, I gifted a copy of my book to Jane. She read it right
there in front of me, and I watched her eyes well up.
She pressed the book closed, locking eyes with me. “You made me cry.” She smiled.
“Good job, sweetie!”
It is not an exaggeration to say that in three short days, Jane Yolen became my hero and
my mentor. Jane wrote a recommendation, which helped me secure an agent. I visit her
at conferences, write letters and send small gifts. I even dragged my family three hours
into Wisconsin last summer, just to shake her hand—just to meet the woman who gave
me the courage to call myself a writer.
I have a collection of her publications, but the one I keep closest is Take Joy. In this book
she shares much of what she taught us in Honesdale and some of what you would hear
her say in a keynote or an intimate conversation about craft. Every time I crack open the
pages of Take Joy, I hear her voice and I am returned to that golden‐lit farmhouse where
we huddled together.
Recently, I asked her about some of my favorite nuggets of wisdom in Take Joy. If you
are anything like I was in the year 2005, when I had no idea who this amazing woman
was, don’t just Take Joy, take heed. Jane Yolen is commonly referred to as the modern‐
day Hans Christian Anderson. She’s a living legend and her advice is based on decades of
experience and a deep passion for story.
Jane Yolen on Take Joy

Me: So many writers get caught up in creating work that is marketable. I love that you
say, “You are—after all—the very first reader of what you write. Please that reader. You
may not have any other.” How do you keep that commitment in check?
Jane: I have been an editor and I can turn the editor on and off at will. I tend to write
stuff very quickly—white hot speed—without the editor and revise and revise and revise
at leisure. So I’m already working with material I enjoyed getting down. By writing so
quickly with Editor/Carper/Critic‐In‐Chief turned off, I barely remember what I have
written till I go back to revise. So I truly am the first reader then.
Me: You mention writing as therapy and go on to discuss the messiness of real life. Do
you think that being an author gives one the opportunity to create a satisfying order to a
life that is peripherally their own?
Jane: Yes and no. In some ways it can be magical thinking time. I can save my dog,
husband, cat, house. Can be a hero, princess, magician, president of the USA. But I can
also wrestle with real problems and with real solutions to hand. However, it is always
clear to me that I am writing fiction and these endings most likely will not be available to
me any time soon, if at all.
Me: What is your feeling about banned books? Are there any books you feel should be
banned?
Jane: I am very uncomfortable with racist books, books that show children being
tortured or raped. Hate the messages, but ban the books? Slippery slope there. I speak
as someone who has had a book (Briar Rose) burned on the steps of the Kansas City
Board of Education because one of the main characters is a gay man.
Me: As you know, I teach gender studies courses and, as a result, have a strong interest
in gender role depictions in literature for youth. Over the years, you have contributed
some of the best stories for and about girls that readers can find. (Some of my favorites
include: Sleeping Ugly, Not One Damsel in Distress, and Not All Princesses Dress in Pink.)
Have you seen progress in kidlit in terms of gender role depiction?
Jane: Yes and no. We see many more heroines, girls taking charge, but now there is a
movement to get boys back into the hero business as well. As if we have to have one or
the other on top. It’s a balancing act. We do it rather badly.
Me: Like many writers before me and since, I’ve found myself creating stories with a
message or a lesson—stories you would probably define as “unctuous” according to the
designation in Take Joy. I went through a period where my storylines were obvious in
their “attempt to influence or persuade” the reader. What advice would you give to
writers like me who still hope to embed a message in the story but not to thrust the
thing down the reader’s throat?

Jane: Tell a story. Make it readable, moving, fun. . .whatever you feel passionately about
will find a way into the story anyway. YOU DO NOT NEED TO LABOR TO GET IT THERE.
We write who we are. If we have racist, ageist, unhealthy, or ugly thoughts, they will
also find their way into what we write. We are mired in our age, our culture, our society
no matter how far‐thinking we consider ourselves. Folks reading our stories ten, twenty,
a hundred years from now will find attitudes to be appalled by. Just as I look back and
wish Jo March had kicked Professor Baer in the back of his knees, wish there had been a
girl along on Jim Hawkins’ trip to Treasure Island, or remain as an adult uncomfortable
with Babar’s colonialistic maunderings, so will future readers find similar stuff to be
angry with about things in my books. And yours. So just write the damned story!
Me: In Take Joy, you discuss “writing the story we need to write” and reading the stories
one needs to read. What were some of the stories you needed to read when you were a
child and how did those stories influence you later as a writer?
Jane: The stories I needed to read as a child had to do with girls who looked like me
having adventures, winning the prince. I was small, dark‐haired and dark‐complected,
smart, articulate, Jewish. Hated books like Ivanhoe where he married the wrong woman
because he didn’t have the guts to choose Rebecca. Hated books like Elsie Dinsmore
because she brings adult men to their knees by being a child saint and shaming them.
Ick. And it took a while for me to understand that I wanted a prince who was worthy of
me, not that I needed to only be worthy of him. That adventures came in all sizes and
shapes and genders. I grew up in the ‘40s and ‘50s. I had a lot to outgrow.
Me: Last, your own commitment to mentoring new writers is legendary within the
SCBWI and Highlights circles. Why is this commitment so strong? Did you have mentors
that provided the same kind of support or attention?
Jane: It always surprises me that every writer (or illustrator) is not the same way. After
all, none of us has gotten to be a well‐published author or illustrator without much
hand‐holding and help (and sometimes a kick in the behind) from a mentor or three. But
there is also a hidden secret about mentoring in the arts and it is this: I have learned
more about being a better writer myself by helping new and even master writers make
their work better. Things I see that they need to do, I also see that I need to do as well.
Writing a good book is an ongoing process. We relearn stuff every time we read a book
and every time we critique a book, and every single time we write one.
A Conclusion: Taking (and Finding) Joy
How lucky I have been to learn from Jane Yolen! And you are lucky too! For all of you
writers out there looking for inspiration, Take Joy is the perfect book to give you some
of the mentoring that just might, on some snowy night, get you through the woods.

Juliet C. Bond is a college professor and children’s book author from Evanston, Illinois.
She is the author of Sam’s Sister and several short stories published in the “Chicken Soup
for the Soul” series. She published a stage adaptation of This Is Just to Say by Caldecott‐
award‐winning author Joyce Sidman. Juliet is a regular contributor on the blog
“Swagger,” with seven other Highlights devotees, including former editor and middle‐
grade author Rich Wallace. Visit her there at http://swaggerwriters.blogspot.com/
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Finn Throws a Fit! Shows Us Picture Book Magic
By Jodell Sadler
Having read some great books these past couple of weeks, including Scars by Cheryl
Rainfield (an excellent read) and A Dog Called Homeless by Sarah Lean (a story with
heart), I wasn’t sure what to do for Book Look this time.
Then, I decided to honor the art of picture book writing and join in Candlewick Press’s
365‐day celebration “We Believe in Picture Books” by reviewing the picture book magic
in Finn Throws a Fit! by David Elliott and illustrated by Timothy Basil Ering (Candlewick
Press, 2009).
I actually won a copy of Finn Throws a Fit! online. I opened it and was captivated by its
magic. The words and art merged into a cohesive creation, and I was really entertained
and fascinated scene by scene as I flipped through the pages. And it struck me that just
as Michelle Knudson says on Candlewick’s video <http://tinyurl.com/WeBelieveinPBs>:
“A picture book, to me, is our first love, our first experience of story. It starts with just
looking at the pictures and images and reading the pictures and hearing the sounds of a
near one’s voice.”
But what helps us, as writers of picture books, to create this magic that is the picture
book?
Picture books are a process of unwriting a story as much as of writing a story. When we
write, there are certain things we can explore as we write:
Share a universal truth. The best picture books share a universal truth. In this case and
in short: Fits Happen.
Explore the negative space. In Finn Throws a Fit! a young Finn usually likes peaches, but
not today. What I love about this opening is that it explores the negative space. It
promotes the contrary element. It doesn’t focus on what Finn likes, it shares the
moment that he decides not to like something and tosses it into hyperbole.
Do more than you dare. Our dear little Finn throws the fit of all fits: He screams. He
kicks, and there’s “Thunder in the nursery!” and “Lightning in the kitchen!” and when
Finn cries, “The house floods.” There’s an avalanche and an earthquake that shakes the
world. We stumble upon another universal: Fits shake a parent’s world.

Work language, build excitement, and add onomatopoeia. Honing language to its
essence and stripping a story to its bones create huge success in picture books. In Finn
Throws a Fit!, the reader shares in another universal truth: Fits feel catastrophic.

Strive for action in every scene. “A tidal wave sweeps through the living room”: strong
verbs place the reader right into a field of visual splendor as a carpeted wave rolls in
front of her eyes, silverware blasts across the page, and snow blizzards into the
bathroom, which amps up tension and pacing, until…
Think more about the emotional arc. A story will ride fast and slow, high and low, but
will need to pause to create emotional resonance. This story slows as Finn’s fit winds
down into a calm, and a quick repetition sentence is all it takes to alert readers. “It lasts
until it doesn’t.”
Use parallel structure to summarize. “The waters dry up. The winds die down. The
snow melts.” Then there’s a page turn before we read, “Ahhhhhhh!” and we know Finn
will eat those peaches now.
Allow the art to chime in. The movement of a picture book text can be so elongated in
fun that it slaps the reader silly. This quirky, fun picture book is sure proof of that, and
Timothy’s illustrations come in energetic scribbles, swooshes, and splashes of color and
lines, which add even more energy and excitement to each page.
Fully explore the why of your writing. The biggest and best‐kept secret when it comes
to crafting the picture book is that the whole book resides and lives inside the heart of

its creator long before it comes to life on the page. The most powerful thing we can do
as writers is to engage ourselves so we engage our readers. When we dive into the
confines of our imagination and push it outward onto the canvas, we serve up surprise.
Choose words you love, and work the page turn. We need to dig the sounds of words
and really power up each line of our text until it sings with all its harmonious simplicity.
We need to realize that every word matters and its placement matters in picture
books—even the page turns and what we can do with them. As Martha Mihalick, editor
at Greenwillow Books, said during the recent WriteOnCon.com live event, “The page
turn is a huge, huge part of building pace and tension in picture books.”
More than anything, writers create the magic. When we explore our story and our
word choice and free ourselves to do more, we allow our writing well to fill with our
own inner magic. We need to pull back on the words and allow the heart of the story to
shine through. This is the magic— this creates that seamless quality where art meets
words and the picture book comes to life— just as it does in the picture book Finn
Throws a Fit!
Jodell Sadler serves as an editor, illustrator, and professor of English and literature. She
earned her MFAC from Hamline University. She hosts Picture Book Pacing Online
Workshops and provides editorial services and critiques. For more information, please
log into http://www.PictureBookLunch.com.
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The (Sometimes) Hard Work of Joy
By Carol Coven Grannick
This Is Just To Say…
In the spring issue of our PRAIRIE WIND, I wrote about how it felt to face the possibility
that my children’s work might never find a traditional publisher.
I made it clear that I wasn’t giving up the longing to have my work out in the world, but
that I was setting it aside, trying to keep it from always being front and center in my
brain. I’m not whining about how difficult it is to break in. I’m just saying that I’d begun
spending too much energy recovering from numerous close calls and the more recent
increase in no‐response‐unless‐we’re‐interested agents and editors (I understand the
necessity, but I’m on the side of hard‐working, committed writers who try to send in
only their best work).
I discovered that truly setting aside the expectation resulted in a freedom I haven’t felt
in a long time, and reconnected with the pure joy of writing and being a writer.
Responses to that column told me that my experience was, if not universal, widespread.
The Return of Joy
Specifically, here are the things that have happened since that time:
1. I began to play for the first time in a long while. My brain began bubbling with
ideas that I followed through on without worrying whether they were
appropriate for the current market or whether they will ever result in a
publishable manuscript.
I wanted to explore them to see where they went, how they grew, whether I
could take them from fun idea to excellent manuscript.
I’m trying different things, experimenting with lots of ideas for a manuscript’s
problems, flicking away any encroaching whispers of “time’s passing” and “when
will this be ready to pitch?” I’m having fun!
2. Without a “finish line,” my brain opens itself to possibilities that I’d never had

the patience to explore because I always felt a time clock ticking.
In a recent four‐hour letter from my work‐in‐progress main character to myself
(yes, I’ve used the technique before, but it never unfolded so freely), I
discovered that the major event of my middle‐grade novel may not even be
necessary, and that my antagonist does not need to become the stereotypical
villain she now is.
There is no doubt that relaxing about publication has created a more open
emotional/intellectual environment that will absolutely result in a deeper, more
complete story.
(For more about the crucial importance of a positive emotional state to brain
function, read:
http://www.unc.edu/peplab/research.html)
3. I consulted with my favorite social media writer/consultant/poet/children’s
writer, Greg Pincus (@gregpincus), who eased the pressure I’d been
experiencing from the general notion that we must, must, must “develop a
platform” and have an “active online presence.”
Greg said, “You are your platform—who you are, all the things that interest you,
including poetry, the emotional life of the writer, picture books and middle
grade.”
I post now if I have something to share. I check blogs when a specific post
interests me or seems important. Maybe I’ll begin a new blog if I can do it
without pressure. (If I do, it will be up by now at:
www.TodayIAmAWriter.blogspot.com).
4. I began submitting in a more relaxed way. You might even say I cared less, and
that relaxed me. Ironically, although my queries have not seemed to be
substantially different than they were before the epiphany, sometimes now they
get past the “Black Hole” of No‐Response‐Land. All of a sudden, I’ve had more
feedback.
5. I’m focusing on learning in environments where the process of writing, rather
than submitting and publishing, is the conversation.

6. A summer Iowa Writers Festival workshop with a picture book writer I’ve always
admired, our own Illinois‐SCBWI workshop with Claudia Mills, a novel‐in‐verse
workshop at Highlights in the fall—those are what I need right now.
Keeping It, Keeping On, Moving Forward
So the question for all of us who face the reality that the dream may be different than
we imagined is how to maintain this kind of freedom without withdrawing from the
business or (not an option for me) quitting writing.
I prefer a joyous state of increased creativity, better brain function, open and accessible
spirit that I’ve had since my epiphany.
I’m trying to bridge the new reality of being a writer, and what that might require, with
being true to myself and honest about what I am or am not prepared for (self‐
publishing, for example, is something I’m not ready for yet).
I gently remind myself that my decisions are all about “what to do with the time that is
given us.” (Thank you, Gandalf, via Peter Jackson and Fran Walsh.)
Joy.
It’s good for my writing. And it’s good for my life.

Carol Coven Grannick writes picture books, middle‐grade fiction, poetry, and essays. She
is also a clinical social worker in private practice and welcomes questions at her email:
carolgrannick@gmail.com.
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Promoting Your Book: Is There Any Point?
By Carol Fisher Saller
How many times have you run into someone at a writers’ event who seems freaked out
by the task of marketing a new book? It’s always the same: the writer is eager to
arrange book signings and public readings and school visits. She knows she needs a
website and that she has to do Twitter and Facebook, but she isn’t sure why. She’s a
little confused about whether she needs to blog. Some of these tasks interest her and
some sound like the worst kind of torment. She usually concludes with “And how am I
supposed to find time to write?”
What she might not take into account is that (a) some kinds of marketing are not as
useful as others, (b) what’s best for your book is unique to your book, (c) nobody can
know for sure what that is, and (d) even when a book is successful, it’s nearly impossible
to know which—if any—of your promotion efforts had anything to do with it.
Not only is there no magic formula, it’s possible that some kinds of marketing are pretty
much pointless for your book.
Here are a few thoughts about the effectiveness of promotion efforts. Feel free to use
the ones that apply to you (if you can figure out which ones they are):
Website
If you hate the idea of maintaining a website, it might be enough to create a one‐page
site that requires minimal maintenance. It’s not hard, and you can do it for free at
WordPress or Blogger. A web page is helpful to potential reviewers, to teachers or
librarians who might order your book or ask you to visit, and to readers who want to
know more. If your publisher gives you a page, that might suffice. If you are self‐
published, a web page is more important. Set up a page with information about you and
your book, links to venders, and contact information, and you’re set. Discussion
questions add good value. Updates in the first months can be limited to quotes from
good reviews and a list of awards and honors. Posting the dates and places of personal
appearances, guest posts, and interviews is optional. Blogging is another whole question
(see next item).
Blogging
If you don’t have content to offer that goes deeper than an ad for your book, there is
little point in blogging (that is, writing essays or reviews at regular—or irregular—

intervals and posting them at your site). A case in point: sales of my adult nonfiction
book are driven by my weekly blog posts of professional advice to writers and editors. In
contrast, I have no advice or expertise to offer at the website of my middle‐grade novel,
so I don’t blog there.
Twitter and Facebook
Twitter and Facebook might very well fall into the “useless” category for your book. In
my own experience, Twitter has proven to be a powerful marketing tool for my adult
nonfiction book, because with minimal effort I’m able to give my followers advice, job‐
related humor, and links to useful articles (including my own blog posts). I tweet two or
three times a week; my 4,000 followers retweet me to many thousands of their
followers; and every week I gain 20 to 40 new followers who are perhaps learning about
my book for the first time.
Fiction writers may have less to offer in Twitter and Facebook content. How many ways
can you say “Buy my book” and still interest someone who has already read it? I know
that superstar novelists have big followings and make use of these platforms to gain
more. And if I ever finish my killer paranormal YA crossover novel, I’ll try hard to
entertain my new hoards of fans, who will be eager to hear what I ate for breakfast and
what I’m wearing to the premier of the movie version. But if you’re unknown and your
book is a quiet literary novel or your young audience isn’t online, keeping up any kind of
interest in it on Twitter might be a tough sell.
Building a following on Twitter from nothing is difficult. Many writers with big Twitter
and Facebook followings are those who already have a lot of attention from media
because they won a major award or there’s a movie based on their book or they happen
to be celebrities in the first place. My adult nonfiction book was published in connection
with a perennial best‐seller (The Chicago Manual of Style) that gave me an instant
following. I continue to ride its coattails, in that CMOS retweets me and promotes my
blog posts. So if you think you might get a sudden media blast that will result in readers
seeking you out, be prepared by setting up accounts. But unless your book is the type
that collects hoards of screaming little fans and you are the type of writer who loves
feeding them, consider skipping this type of promotion.
Personal Appearances
When a new book comes out, all your friends are going to ask about tours and signings
and panels, and this might be the spotlight you’ve always dreamed would shine on you.
Go for it! It could be the most fun you ever had. But don’t count on it leading to
significant sales. My bet is that most writers spend more money on these events
(traveling, printing cards and posters, buying something to wear) than they ever regain
as a direct result in royalties. I’ve had bookstore events where not a single person
showed up. Even if 20 people come to your signing (a great turnout) and every last one
of them buys a book (not likely), multiply that times your royalty and do the math.

School visits have greater potential, not only for personal satisfaction in doing
something wonderful for children, but also for selling copies of your book. Although you
will have to invest some money (and a lot of precious time) preparing, if you arrange
things right, sales before and at the event can be significant, and you can charge a fee as
well. There’s also potential for more appearances and sales as a result of
recommendations you’ll get from all the teachers and librarians you charm.
Guest Posting
I have not found it difficult to promote Eddie’s War on various review sites where guest
posts are welcome. I simply emailed the host and asked, and about half the time, the
answer was yes. However, only once or twice has my post seemed to reach many
readers. Considering the amount of time I put into writing the essays, I’ve come to
believe that it’s best to be choosy about where you guest post, since it’s potentially the
most labor for the least return. When someone contacts me asking me to write a guest
post, I don’t hesitate to ask about the size of the audience. If the blogger says she
doesn’t know, I politely decline.
Is It Worth It?
In sum, I can think of only two good reasons to market your book through social media.
First, market your book if you have the time to do the work and you believe in the
shotgun effect: that reaching as many people as possible has the potential to lead to an
interview, a review, and eventually actual sales—even if many of your individual efforts
(a tweet, a guest post, a night at your public library author fair where only two people
stop at your table) fail to hit any target.
And second, market your book if you enjoy doing it. Writers of children’s books like to
write: you might find joy in posting your thoughts in a blog. There’s plenty of fun and
education in engaging on Twitter and Facebook, even if your own stats stay flat. (For
more on this, read Susan Bearman, “Twitter for Writers,” Prairie Wind, Spring 2012.)
And lots of us glory in standing in front of a few customers at a bookstore or book fair,
being “The Author,” even if hardly anyone buys the book.
If You Hate Marketing
If you hate pushing your book but feel obliged to, here’s my last, best advice:
•

Choose the kind of chore you like best and forget about the rest. You might hate
school visits, but love crafting a blog post. Others might find the whole online
scene annoying but blossom in the classroom or library in front of a crowd. Go
with your strengths and have fun.

•

Resolve to quit marketing after a reasonable launching period, say a year. Few
professional reviewers will touch a title that’s more than a year old anyway, and
by that time it will no longer be eligible for awards and “Best” lists. From that

point on, if your book has merit it will continue to quietly gain readers by word
of mouth and by viral proliferation of online lists and links.
•

Use all the time you’re saving to make your next book your best book.

Carol Fisher Saller’s middle‐grade novel Eddie’s War (namelos, August 2011) is a Kirkus
Best Children’s Book for 2011 and Bank Street Best for 2012. Carol is a manuscript editor
at the University of Chicago Press and blogs at The Subversive Copy Editor. Find her on
Twitter at @SubvCopyEd.
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Are You on Pinterest?
By Michele Weber Hurwitz
There are several social media sites that authors and illustrators utilize to build their
brand and interact with readers. From Goodreads to Twitter to Facebook to our own
websites, it can be an overwhelming task to keep up with our online profiles. But a
newer site that many people are using—Pinterest—offers a fun and different avenue to
invite readers into your world, express your personality, and increase your visibility.
In fact, Pinterest is now the third most popular social network, behind Facebook and
Twitter. The site is popular with women, who make up 82 percent of its users. So what is
Pinterest? The site (www.pinterest.com) is a sort of virtual scrapbook where users “pin”
images to pinboards (think: corkboards) they’ve created. It's a content‐sharing service
(free!) that allows members to pin images, inspirational quotes, photographs, recipes,
craft ideas, videos, and yes, books! Millions of people are using Pinterest as online
inspiration and an idea exchange. Think of it as "pinning" your "interests."
In addition to your own pinboards, you can peruse others’ boards on the main page
(much like Facebook’s news feed page), and other users can check out your page or
boards. Users have people who “follow” them, and you can “follow” others. This is sort
of like being friends on Facebook, and it means that people see what you’ve “pinned” to
your boards and you see what others have pinned. You can "like," repin, and comment.
The great thing about Pinterest is you don’t have to follow people or have others follow
you in order to view images.
Below is a look at some of the boards I’ve created on my Pinterest. I have one called
“My writing world,” which takes readers inside my life as an author. I pinned (posted) a
photo of the view from my desk, a few quotes I’m inspired by, and the box from
Random House when my paperbacks arrived. I have another board called “Books I’ve
written,” where I’ve pinned the covers of my books. I also have a board called “Books I
love,” to showcase and promote the books of other authors. In addition, by having
boards called “What I love” and “My passions,” I give readers an idea of who I am and
what I’m all about. Pinterest is a great way to share tidbits of yourself with your readers.
SCBWI‐IL Members on Pinterest
Several Illinois SCBWI members are on Pinterest, including Ruth Spiro, Louann Brown,
Brenda Ferber, Lori Degman, and Barb Rosenstock. Each author has different reasons for

using the site. Ruth said that she's found Pinterest to be a great place to connect with
teachers. "Elementary educators are all over Pinterest, seeking out and pinning lessons,
project ideas, etc. I made a Pinterest board for my book and included pins that link to
related art projects, both ones I created and ones I found. I also made a board for
collecting images of settings and characters I find inspiring. I love Pinterest. I think it
offers a lot of potential for writers."
Louann noted that she uses Pinterest to gather visual references for settings, media, and
interesting characters as inspiration for her artwork. "I've also pinned some of my art
and projects to share with teachers," she said, as well as some SCBWI‐IL author books
for her teacher followers.
How to Get Started
You need to be invited to join Pinterest, but it's easy. All you have to do is email me
(michben89@aol.com) or any of the Illinois SCBWI members who are on and we can
invite you! Once you accept the invitation, getting started is simple.
First you want to fill out your profile page, which can include your photo and a heading
with your website address and a short description of who you are. Then you can start
creating pinboards for any category you want, including food, gardens, home, humor,
books, writing, and fashion. Be creative! I have one called "Smiles" where I pin things
that make me laugh, and another called "Tree‐hugger" where I pin photographs of trees.
Pinterest users can keep adding images to boards, and the more you pin, the more
others “repin” and circulate your images.
When you sign up, your Facebook friends who are on Pinterest should automatically
become people you're following. You can invite people to join Pinterest too. And you
can link your Pinterest to your Facebook and Twitter accounts as well.
After you've created your boards (which you can always add to), click "add" at the top of
your screen, select the board, and choose either "upload a pin" or "add a pin." You can
add images from your own photos or from the main Pinterest page, which you get to by
clicking the logo at the top. Be sure to check out the categories on the main page, such
as "popular" or "everything."
A few points to note: Pin your images to the board you want by selecting them in a
drop‐down menu. You are able to write a description of the image in a small box that
will go underneath, but you don't have to. If you don't want to write anything, you need
to at least put a space or a period. Many Pinterest users also participate in "group
boards," which any invited user can pin to. I'm in one called "Best Books for Kids."
This might all sound confusing, but it's not! Once you get started, you'll get the hang of
it (like any site) and quickly become addicted.

Pinterest is different from other social media in that it’s about sharing images and
inspiration with others. I’ve found it to be a great way to spark creativity and broaden
my knowledge of our beautiful world. Give it a try! You’ll be hooked in no time.

Michele Weber Hurwitz, the author of Calli Be Gold (Wendy Lamb Books 2011), was able
to tear herself away from Pinterest long enough to write a first draft of her second
middle grade novel.
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Words by the Lake
By Kathy Mirkin
In June, SCBWI writers and illustrators headed to Springfield, Illinois, for writing
inspiration and guidance at the Words in the Woods annual retreat. The retreat's
theme, “Moving Your Story Forward,” became a living possibility for the talented
writers, both beginners and experienced, who journeyed to the three‐day event held at
the Villa Maria Retreat and Conference Center.
While writers need solitude for honing their craft, going on this writers' retreat provided
an opportunity to immerse in an intense creative and social experience that encouraged
new writing insights and breakthroughs. Spending time in a place with no TV or radio
unplugged us from daily distractions and gave us the time for uninterrupted writing and
learning.

The Retreat's Agenda
The retreat's agenda addressed our diverse goals, needs, and interests with a broad
range of workshops and activities including:

•

Face‐to‐face critiques with an editor, agent, or writer

•

Front‐row seats to listen to and learn from guest speakers: editor Alexandra
Penfold (Simon & Schuster Books for Young Readers), agent Kristy “Ty” King
(Writers House), and author/illustrator/publisher Marissa Moss

•

Workshops on creating characters and developing vivid settings and plots for
middle‐grade and young adult novels, as well as picture books

•

Speaker panels on revision, marketing, and career development

•

Manuscript exchanges and camaraderie with other writers sharing stories and
ideas in a cozy environment

•

Open mic time to read stories and works‐in‐progress

The Benefits
The retreat brought many benefits from gaining confidence about writing to getting
helpful book‐marketing tips. One attendee even sold a manuscript to a guest speaker!
The casual brainstorming and swapping of writing and publishing stories was
contagious. The long weekend buzzed with the creative energy and ideas of the many
retreat writers.
Our time together was filled with satisfying meals, glasses of wine, laughter, and most of
all, plenty of writing. We wrote in our rooms, we wrote in the conference room, in the
dining room, in the quiet library, outside on the porch, by the lake, by ourselves, and in
groups, we wrote and wrote and wrote. If our plots got stuck or our characters lost their
voices, other writers came to the rescue with ideas and suggestions.
Pleasures and Perks
Attendees also enjoyed other pleasures and perks at the retreat:
•

The lovely natural treasures of the Lincoln Trail and Lake Springfield right in our
backyard

•

Delicious meals and freedom from time spent cooking and caring for family
members

•

Singing by the campfire under a starry sky

•

And, yes, even dancing in pjs at a pajama party

Moving Stories Forward
The retreat's theme of moving your story forward was a helpful focus for me. I had a
manuscript I'd been working on for years, written in oh‐too‐many styles and formats
(picture book, novel, and poetry collection), and I had many questions about how to
shape it into a book children would want and enjoy. My retreat critique group's
suggestions, as well as editor Alexandra Penfold's manuscript critique, helped me to see
what was confusing in my narrative and to think about choices I would need to make in
shaping the story. The workshops and talks got my brain percolating with story ideas
and fired my enthusiasm for writing.
The retreat committee (Alice McGinty, Sara Latta, Louann Brown, John Bowen, and
Anastasia Ely) did an outstanding job in putting on a terrific event. We lucky attendees
left inspired to write, write, write!
Kathy Mirkin writes poetry and fiction for children and adults with an emphasis on
picture books. Her blog at http://kathymirkin.com offers children's writing and reading
tips and interviews.

